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Instructions for Authors

1. The publication invites you to summit your manuscript; all manu-

scripts are to be produced in electronic file format, citing your

authentic name (or include your penname for publication purpose),

identification card number, permanent address, mailing address and

telephone number to expedite the reviewing and publishing process. 

2. All manuscripts are to be free of any illicit adaptation, duplication or

in any way breach the government's Copyright Law; of any legal

issue arisen from the foresaid conducts, the author shall be solely

liable to settle the issue, and the administration cannot be held

accountable or liable.

3. The publisher reserves the right to edit and rearrange the manuscript;

please indicate so if you do not want your manuscript  altered or por-

tions deleted.

4. Your manuscript, once accepted, is rewarded with favorable  remu-

nerations, and  becomes the legal copyright of the publisher.  Unless

otherwise granted by the publisher, no excerption or republication is

permitted.

5. To facilitate data cataloging, no manuscript  will be returned whether

accepted or not, and no separate notice will be given for rejection.  To

obtain return of entry, please indicate in your manuscript , and

include return envelope with  postage via registered mail.

6. Due to layout restraint, articles in topical research/thesis, overview,

study, arts and culture, leisure, travel, information and such are limit-

ed to 3000 words, and that for wire reports on crackdown yield and

related maritime cultural activities are limited to 1000 words; those

with photos should gain priority review.  No review will be given to

articles that exceed the word count.

7.  Manuscripts with duo English/Mandarin texts are welcome, and

awarded with favorable  remunerations.

8. Electronic submission is preferred If post forwarding is used, please

include a PC formatted CD-ROM or diskette with the electronic copy

of your manuscript.

9. Email:  periodical@cga.gov.tw.

10. Entry cutoff: On/before the fifth of every odd month, and entries

exceeding the deadline will be lumped to the next issue.


